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Abstract
Gaussian belief functions represent logical and probabilistic knowledge for mixed
variables, some of which are deterministic, some vacuous, and some Gaussian. They
include as special types linear equations, statistical observations, multivariate Gaussian
distributions, and vacuous belief functions. The notion of Gaussian belief functions was
proposed by A.P. Dempster (Normal belief functions and the Kalman filter, Technical
report, Department of Statistics, Harvard University, Cambridge, MA, 1990.), for-
malized by G. Shafer (A note on Dempster’s Gaussian belief functions, Technical re-
port, School of Business, University of Kansas, Lawrence, KS, 1992.) and L. Liu
(International Journal of Approximate Reasoning 14 (1996) 95–126.); (in: D. Fisher,
Hans-J. Lenz (Eds.), Learning Models from Data: AI and Statistics V, Springer, New
York, NY, 1996, pp. 79–88.) and successfully applied in combining independent sta-
tistical models in L. Liu (Model combination using Gaussian belief functions, Technical
report, School of Business, University of Kansas, Lawrence, KS, 1995.). In this paper,
we propose a join-tree computation scheme for expert systems using Gaussian belief
functions. We first represent Dempster’s rule of combination obtained in Liu (1996)
alternatively in terms of matrix sweepings. We then show the operations of Gaussian
belief functions follow the axioms of P.P. Shenoy and G. Shafer (in: R.D. Shachter, T.S.
Levitt, L.N. Kanal, J.F. Lemmer (Eds.), Uncertainty in Artificial Intelligence, vol. 4,
North-Holland, Amsterdam, 1990, pp. 169–198.) and justify the possibility of a join-tree
computation scheme for Gaussian Belief functions. The result enriches the theory of
local computation by extending its applicability to the combination of statistical models
and the integration of knowledge bases. Examples are carried out to illustrate how
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1. Introduction
Local computational algorithms are applicable to Bayesian or belief func-
tion expert systems with discrete and finite variables. Problems involving
continuous variables can be solved approximately using simulation techniques.
However, there are some important exceptions. Lauritzen and Wermuth [11]
extend the join-tree approach to Bayesian networks with mixed variables, some
of which are discrete and some conditionally Gaussian. Shachter and Kenley
[18] extend the reduction algorithm to the assessment and analysis of linear-
quadratic-Gaussian influence diagrams. In parallel, this paper proposes and
justifies local computation for Gaussian belief functions (GBFs).
The notion of GBFs extends the Dempster–Shafer theory of belief functions
in representing mixed knowledge, some of which is logical, some statistical, and
some vacuous. Logical knowledge is represented by a hyperplane in the sample
space. Ignorance is represented by partitioning a hyperplane into parallel sub-
hyperplanes as focal elements. Statistical knowledge is represented by a
Gaussian distribution across the focal elements over the hyperplane. In its full
generality, a GBF may be used to represent a wide range of statistical and
knowledge-based models, notably linear models and Gaussian belief networks.
It includes as special cases non-probabilistic linear equations, statistical ob-
servations, multivariate Gaussian distributions, and vacuous belief functions.
GBFs have a wide range of real applications. Dempster [4,5] shows how the
Kalman filter can be understood in terms of GBFs. As Dempster shows, the state
equations and the observation equations are deterministic knowledge, which can
be captured by logical belief functions. The distributional assumptions on in-
dependent random disturbances are probabilistic knowledge, which can be
represented by Bayesian belief functions. Finally, the observations are repre-
sented as another set of logical belief functions. The recursion involved in the
filter can be regarded as a special case of the recursion involved in the compu-
tation of Gaussian belief function marginals. The full Kalman filter model re-
sults from judging all these component belief functions to be independent, and
combining them into a single belief function according to Dempster’s rule.
Liu [12] applies the theory of GBFs to the integration of independent
knowledge bases and statistical models. In details, Liu [12] treats dierent
sources of data as independent items of evidence and represents the discovered
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knowledge (e.g., linear models or Bayesian belief networks) by GBFs. Then one
can combine independent models in a fashion we combine GBFs and make
enriched inferences based on the combined model. As Liu [12] shows, the GBF
method can combine models of dierent kinds that may involve dierent vari-
ables. Therefore, it generalizes the meta-analysis for integrating independent
statistical findings [2,6] by lifting the restriction that the models to be combined
be the same and the parameters to be estimated be common. Nevertheless, in the
restricted case, the GBF method has similar flavor to the meta-analysis. For
example, for the problem of weighted mean [30] and its generalization [2], both
methods give the same posterior distribution of common regression coecients.
Dempster [5] sketches how local computation works for belief functions in
general. However, it is an open question whether it works for GBFs [21]. The
existing work in this area [9,24,27,28] applies to finite and to condensable belief
functions, but not to GBFs, which are usually continuous but not condensable.
Presumably the justification for the finite case can be extended to a justification
for the continuous case by a straightforward limiting argument, but this has
not been done to date.
The primary purpose of this paper is to justify join-tree computation for
GBFs by proving that combination and marginalization of GBFs follow the
axioms of Shenoy and Shafer [28]. We also propose a join-tree algorithm for
GBFs by adapting the Shafer–Shenoy architecture for propagation. We show
how to construct a join-tree for GBFs and how to propagate messages and
compute marginals in a join-tree. We carry out a comprehensive example to
illustrate the join-tree computation algorithm for making combined predictions
and inferences based on multiple statistical models.
An outline of the rest of this paper is as follows. To motivate the reader, in
Section 2, we examine two definitions of GBFs and their dual relationship. In
Section 3, we define two generalized matrix sweeping operations and re-express
Dempster’s rule obtained in Liu [14] in terms of the sweepings. In Section 4, we
prove the axioms of Shenoy and Shafer [28] and propose a join-tree algorithm
for GBFs. Finally, we conclude the paper in Section 5.
2. Gaussian belief functions
This section reviews two notions of GBFs and establishes their dual rela-
tionship. It attempts to describe a GBF in its full generality but in less technical
terms. Except Section 2.3, much of this section elaborates on Shafer [21] and
Liu [14].
2.1. Gaussian belief functions in a sample space
Let V be an n-dimensional sample space. A belief function on V is defined
in general by a basic probability assignment over a class of focal elements [19].
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A GBF is special in the sense that its focal elements are the members of a
partition of a hyperplane, which are parallel sub-hyperplanes, and its basic
probability assignment is a Gaussian distribution across the sub-hyperplanes.
A GBF represents our belief regarding the location of the true value in V as
follows. We are certain that the true value is on a hyperplane but we do not
know its exact location. Along some dimensions of the hyperplane, we believe
the true value could be anywhere from ÿ1 to 1 and the probability of being
at a particular location is described by a Gaussian distribution. Along other
dimensions, our knowledge is vacuous, i.e., we believe the location of the true
value is somewhere from ÿ1 to 1 but the associated probability is un-
known. An example of GBFs is Bayesian linear models, whose linear equations
define a hyperplane in the sample space. Among the variables linked by the
equations, some take on a value with certainty such as observables, some are
assumed to be Gaussian such as ‘residuals’, and some may bear vacuous
knowledge such as ‘eects’, which is usually represented by an improper prior
in the Bayesian theory.
Formally, let C denote the hyperplane on which we are sure that the true
value lies. We call C the certainty hyperplane. We partition C into a family of
parallel sub-hyperplanes, as focal elements. Each sub-hyperplane extends from
ÿ1 to 1 along the dimensions on which our belief is vacuous. Over the
cross section of the sub-hyperplanes there is a Gaussian distribution. The value
of the distribution function on each sub-hyperplane defines the basic proba-
bility for the focal element. All the focal elements constitute a continuum and
cannot be enumerated by a finite list as we do for a finite belief function.
However, since they are parallel and disjoint, each point t on C marks a
unique focal element. Thus, we can use t and B to represent a typical focal
element, where B is a sub-hyperplane on C passing through t. We call t the
mark of a GBF. Since all other focal elements are parallel to B, they are de-
termined implicitly if B is specified.
In sum, three symbols, C, t, and B can designate all the focal elements for a
GBF. C specifies where they are and t and B specify an example of them. C
and B are nested hyperplanes in V: B  C  V. Each focal element like B
represents a possible region of discernment. The basic probability in terms of
‘densities’ assigned to it represents how likely it contains the true value. As in a
usual belief function, our total belief in terms of the ‘densities’ allocated to a
focal element does not necessitate the re-allocation of any partial belief to its
subsets. Thus, each focal element like B is a no-opinion expressed hyperplane. A
GBF on V can be seen as a Gaussian distribution across the focal elements
that are parallel to B. In the special case when B is 0-dimensional, the GBF is
simply a multivariate Gaussian distribution over C. In general, it can be
imagined as a normal distribution over a cross section of ellipsoidal cylinders
formed by the focal elements. The cylinders are concentric around the central
focal element, denoted by E, which specifies the expected region of discern-
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ment. We call E the expectation hyperplane. Of course, E is parallel to B and
corresponds to the highest ‘density’ value. The periphery of each ellipsoidal
cylinder is comprised of the focal elements that have the same ‘density’ value.
As commonly known, a Gaussian distribution is determined by its quadratic
log ‘density’ function. When the domain of the distribution is the whole sample
space, its mean vector and covariance matrix can specify the quadratic func-
tion. However, when the distribution is defined on a hyperplane, we have to use
an inner product on the hyperplane as a generalized quadratic function. Sim-
ilarly, for GBFs, we can specify the shape, scale, and direction of the Gaussian
distribution by a wide-sense inner product px; y on C with an arbitrary focal
element such as B as its null hyperplane, i.e., px; x  0 i x 2 B. Note that
basic probabilities are assigned to sub-hyperplanes rather than individual
points of C. Therefore, we expect that px; y is invariant if x or y varies
within a sub-hyperplane parallel to B. Liu [14] shows that the invariance is
equivalent to the imposition px; x  0 i x 2 B. This result implies the
dierence of the representation of a regular Gaussian distribution from that of
a GBF. The former is represented by a regular inner product, which is null at a
single point, while the latter is represented by a wide-sense inner product,
which is null at a hyperplane.
For any fixed x0 2 C, px0; x is a linear functional on C with null
hyperplane B. In addition, px0; x is invariant i x0 is in a hyperplane parallel
to B, i.e., for each hyperplane H that is parallel to B, H x  px0; x
(x0 2H) is a linear functional on C that is zero on B and the choice of x0 does
not matter. On the other hand, by slightly modifying the Riesz representation
theorem [17], Liu [14] shows that, for any linear functional H x on C that is
zero on B, there is a unique hyperplane H parallel to B such that
H x  px0; x (x0 2H). Therefore, linear functional that are zero on B and
hyperplanes that are parallel to B are in a one-to-one correspondence. Note
that E is parallel to B. As a corollary, hyperplane E and linear functional
Ex  px0; x (x0 2 E) are one-to-one correspondent. Therefore, we can use
Ex to specify the center of a Gaussian distribution across the hyperplanes
that are parallel to B.
Therefore, we arrive at the representation (C, t, B, p, E) for a GBF. We
write t before B, p, and E because all these objects depend on the choice of t.
In sum C; t;B; p;E expresses beliefs about which element of V is the true
value. We are certain that the true value is on the certainty hyperplane C.
Within C, our belief is distributed over ellipsoidal cylinders around a smaller
dimensional expectation hyperplane E. The wide sense inner product p
specifies the shape, scale, and direction of the ellipsoidal cylinders, and the
linear functional E specifies the expectation hyperplane E by giving its inner
product with every other hyperplane parallel to B within C. By regarding V
to be a coordinate-free linear space, p is a purely geometric operation that
does not depend on the choice of a basis for V. Therefore, a GBF
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C; t;B; p;E can be imagined as a geometric object without referring to its
mean vector and covariance matrix.
We can appreciate the broad conception of GBFs by considering their non-
trivial special cases. Let n, nÿ c, and nÿ b denote the dimension numbers of
V, C, and B, respectively. In general, c6 b6 n. By appropriately setting up
one or two of the dimension numbers c, b, and n, a GBF can be degenerated
into six varieties, which provide building blocks for more complex GBFs. If
b  c  0, then the GBF is vacuous and has V as its sole focal element. If
0 < c  b < n, then the GBF is equivalent to specifying c independent linear
equations. If c  b  n, the true sample point in V is known with certainty, as
might occur by direct observation. If c  0 and b  n, then the GBF is an
ordinary Gaussian probability distribution on V. If c > 0 and b  n, the GBF
is a Gaussian probability distribution over B. In the latter two cases, the GBF
is Bayesian because its focal elements are singletons with zero dimension. Fi-
nally, if 0  c < b < n, the GBF is a proper belief function which has a
Gaussian distribution for some variables and no-opinions for others.
The advantage of regarding a GBF as a geometrical object is the coordinate-
free representation of Dempster’s rule of combination. Let Bel1 and Bel2 be
two GBFs: Bel1  C1; t;B1; p1;E1, Bel2  C2; t;B2; p2;E2, where t is
their common mark. Based on Dempster’s rule, Liu [14] shows their combi-
nation Bel1 
 Bel2 is
C1 \ C2; t;B1 \ B2; p1  p2jC1\C2 ; E1  E2jC1\C2; 1
where p1  p2jC1\C2 and E1  E2jC1\C2 are, respectively, the restriction
of p1  p2 and E1  E2 on C1 \ C2.
Note that Eq. (1) is intuitive according to Dempster’s rule. As we know,
each focal element in Beli is a hyperplane on C
i that is parallel to Bi, i  1; 2.
Therefore, by Dempster’s rule, B1 \ B2 is a typical focal element for the
combined belief function. Its associated basic probability assignment is ob-
tained by multiplying the basic probabilities assigned to B1 and B2 by an
appropriate normalization constant. Thus, the log ‘density’ of the combined
GBF is the sum of the component log ‘densities’. Therefore,
p  p1  p2jC1\C2 is the basic probability assignment for the focal element
B1 \ B2 in terms of log ‘densities’.
2.2. Gaussian belief functions in a variable space
Let V be a variable space – a finite linear space spanned by the variables of
interest. A GBF can be equivalently represented in V by specifying a linear
functional E and a wide-sense inner product p to represent the the mean of
each variable and the covariance between variables, respectively.
In general, a GBF may carry mixed knowledge, some of which is logi-
cal, some uncertain, and still some vacuous. Logical knowledge, which is
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represented by hyperplane C in V, can be represented in V by designating
some variables in V to be deterministic and take on the expected value with
certainty. Let C denote the space spanned by all the deterministic variables.
Then, X  EX  i X is in C and pX ; Y   0 i X or Y is in C. We call C the
certainty space. Uncertain knowledge on a random variable is represented by
its expected value and a non-zero covariance with other variables. Let B denote
the space spanned by those variables on which we have either certain or un-
certain knowledge. Then, E and p represent both probabilistic and determin-
istic knowledge for any variable in B. We call B the belief space. Of course, by
their definitions, C and B are nested subspaces of V such that C  B  V.
We may have no knowledge about some variables in V. We represent such
vacuous knowledge by leaving E and p undefined. Therefore, E and p are both
functionals defined on the belief space B. We are ignorant about the world
outside B.
Formally, a GBF on V is a quadruplet (C, B, p, E). p is a wide sense inner
product on B with C as its null space and E is a linear functional on B. We call
p the covariance, and E the expectation. p and E define a Gaussian distribution
for the variables in B by specifying their means and covariances. This Gaussian
distribution is regarded as a full expression of our beliefs, based on a given
body of evidence; this item of evidence justifies no beliefs about variables in V
going beyond what is implied by the beliefs about the variables in B. (The
evidence might justify some further beliefs about variables that are not in V,
but these are outside the conversation so far as a belief function with space V is
concerned.) The Gaussian distribution assigns zero variance to the variables in
C; if X is in C, we are certain that it takes the value EX  with certainty. The
GBF contains no knowledge about variables that are not in B. This is repre-
sented by restricting the definition of E and p on B.
The representation of GBFs in a variable space has an advantage that it
renders the definition of marginalization tractable. The marginalization of a
GBF in terms of the variable space representation is simply a projection.
Suppose C;B; p;E is a GBF, and M is a subspace of V. Then the marginal of
C;B; p;E on M, denoted by C;B; p;E#M, is a GBF obtained by intersecting
certainty space C and belief space B with M and restricting the covariance and
the expectation to the new belief space:
C;B; p;E#M  C \M;B \M; pjB\M;EjB\M: 2
2.3. Duality
As a matter of fact, there exists a dual relationship between the two rep-
resentations. The hyperplanes C and B and the subspaces C and B are
constructed based on the same body of evidence. A piece of certain knowledge
is represented by C in V and by C in V equivalently. Suppose in general V is
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spanned by the variables X1;X2; . . . ;Xn. Let the sample space
V  fx1; x2; . . . ; xnjxi 2 R; i  1; 2; . . . ; ng. Then, without loss of generality,
we can assume that C is determined by a set of c linearly independent equa-
tions as follows:
C  x1; x2; . . . ; xn j ai1x1f      ainxn  di; i  1; 2; . . . ; cg: 3
According to Section 2.1, the true value for X1;X2; . . . ; and Xn is on C
 with
certainty. In V, the same piece of certain knowledge bears on the variables
ai1X1      ainXn; i  1; 2; . . . ; c. Thus, according to its construction, the
certainty space C is a sub-variable space as follows:
C 
Xc
i1
aiai1X1
(
     ainXn j ai 2 R; i  1; 2; . . . ; c
)
: 4
Since B is a sub-hyperplane contained in C, without loss of generality, we
assume that B is determined by Eq. (3) and additional (bÿ c) linearly inde-
pendent equations:
B  x1; x2; . . . ; xn j ai1x1f      ainxn  di; i  1; 2; . . . ; bg: 5
By the semantics of B, we have certain knowledge about the variables
ai1X1      ainXn; i  1; 2; . . . ; c, and uncertain knowledge about the vari-
ables ai1X1      ainXn; i  c 1; c 2; . . . ; b. Therefore, according to Sec-
tion 2.2, B is a sub-variable space as follows:
B 
Xb
i1
aiai1X1
(
     ainXn j ai 2 R; i  1; 2; . . . ; b
)
: 6
Eqs. (3)–(6) show the constructive relationships between C and C as well B
and B. Now we further study their mathematical relations by considering the
sample space V to be the dual space of V – the space of all the linear func-
tionals on V. A linear functional v on V is a real-valued function such that
vaX  bY   avX   bvY  7
for any variables X and Y in V and real numbers a and b. We can regard vX 
as a sample value taken on by random variable X. In particular, suppose
X1;X2; . . . ;Xn is a basis for V. Let vXi  xi for i  1; 2; . . . ; n. Then,
x1; x2; . . . ; xn is a sample point in V. On the other hand, according to Eq. (7),
we have
va1X1      anXn  x1; x2; . . . ; xna1; a2; . . . ; anT 8
for any variable a1X1      anXn in V. Thus, linear functional v and sample
point x1; x2; . . . ; xn are one-to-one correspondent. Therefore, we can use a
linear functional and a sample point interchangeably and treat V as the dual
space of V. As an specific example, the mark t  t1; t2; . . . ; tn, which is a
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sample point in V according to Section 2.1, can be regarded as the linear
functional as follows:
ta1X1      anXn  t1; t2; . . . ; tna1; a2; . . . ; anT 9
for any a1X1      anXn in V. For another example, the expectation E, which
is a linear functional that specifies the mean for each variable in V, can be
equivalently regarded as the mean vector l in V.
An advantage with the notion of linear functionals is their independence of
the choice of coordinates. In its full generality, V is a linear vector space ab-
stractly defined by the operation aX  bY , where X and Y are variables in V
and a and b are real numbers. Accordingly, by Eq. (7), a linear functional is
well defined without referring to a basis for V. By regarding V to be the space
of linear functionals, V is independent of the basis of V. However, this is not
true if we interpret V as the space of sample points. Linear functional v cor-
responds to sample point x1; x2; . . . ; xn in the sense of Eq. (8) if and only if
X1;X2; . . . ;Xn are chosen to be a basis for V. Had a dierent basis for V been
chosen, it would correspond to a dierent sample point.
Regarding V to be the dual space of V and mark t to be a linear functional
on V, we can show that hyperplanes C and B are, respectively, dual to
subspaces C and B in the sense that
C  v j vX f  tX  8X 2 Cg; 10
B  v j vX f  tX  8X 2 Bg: 11
Eqs. (10) and (11) can be easily verified using Eqs. (3)–(6). Let vXi  xi for
i  1; 2; . . . ; n. Let the mark t  t1; t2; . . . ; tn. Since t is on C,
ai1t1      aintn  di, i  1; 2; . . . ; c. Since vX   tX  for any X 2 C, for any
i  1; 2; . . . ; c
vai1X1      ainXn  ai1x1      ainxn  tai1X1      ainXn
 ai1t1      aintn  di:
Therefore, by Eq. (3), Eq. (10) is shown to be true. Similarly we can prove Eq.
(11).
Note that, according to Eq. (6), B does not depend on the constants di,
i  1; 2; . . . ; b, of Eq. (5). Therefore, the construction of the belief space B does
not depend on where we take a typical focal element B. For example, if we had
chosen E as a focal element, B would be constructed exactly the same as in Eq.
(6). Therefore, the mark t does not enter the representation of a GBF in a
variable space. In contrast, according to Eq. (11), the construction of B from
B depends explicitly on the choice of the mark t. For example, if we replace t by
the expectation E in Eq. (11), then we have
E  v j vX f  EX  8X 2 Bg: 12
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Eqs. (3)–(12) jointly imply that the two representation of a GBF can be derived
from one another. Actually, Liu [14] takes advantage of this duality and first
defines a GBF in V and then derives its dual representation in V.
Suppose C, B, and V have dimensions c, b, and n, respectively. Then we can
choose a basis X1;X2; . . . ;Xn of V such that X1;X2; . . . ;Xc is a basis of C and
X1;X2; . . . ;Xb is a basis of B. For i  1; 2; . . . ; b, let li denote the mean of Xi.
For i; j  1; 2; . . . ; bÿ c, let Rij denote the covariance between Xci and Xcj.
Let l  l1; l2; . . . ; lb and R  Rijbÿcbÿc. Then, E and p can be repre-
sented as follows:
Ea1X1      abXb  la1; a2; . . . ; abT; 13
pa1X1      abXb; b1X1      bbXb  ac1; . . . ; abRbc1; . . . ; bbT;
14
where a1X1      abXb and b1X1      bbXb are any two variables in B. It is
easy to see that p;  is a wide sense inner product on B with C as its null
space: pX ; Y   0 if X or Y 2 C.
Let V  fx1; . . . ; xn j xi 2 R; i  1; 2; . . . ; ng and mark t  t1; . . . ; tn.
Then, we have ti  li for i  1; 2; . . . ; c since t is contained in C and each
variable in C takes on its expected value with certainty. Then, according to
Eqs. (10)–(12), we obtain
C  x1; . . . ; xn j x1f  l1; . . . ; xc  lcg;
B  x1; . . . ; xn j x1f  l1; . . . ; xc  lc; xc1  tc1; . . . ; xb  tbg;
E  x1; . . . ; xn j x1
  l1; . . . ; xc  lc; xc1  lc1; . . . ; xb  lb	:
As we know, p is a wide sense inner product defined for all the sub-
hyperplanes on C that are parallel to B. In the above coordinate system, for
any x  x1; . . . ; xn and y  y1; . . . ; yn in C, px; y can be represented as a
quadratic function:
px; y  xc1 ÿ tc1; . . . ; xb ÿ tbRÿ1yc1 ÿ tc1; . . . ; yb ÿ tbT:
E, as per Section 2.1, can be simply written as follows:
Ex  lc1 ÿ tc1; . . . ; lb ÿ tbRÿ1xc1 ÿ tc1; . . . ; xb ÿ tbT:
To represent a GBF in its full generality, advanced notions such as linear
functionals and linear spaces are required. However, a general GBF can be
often seen as the combination of its special cases, whose individual represen-
tation is trivial and can be written as quadratic and linear functions.
3. Combination in terms of matrix sweepings
According to Dempster’s rule, the combination of two belief functions re-
sults from intersecting focal elements and multiplying their associated basic
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probabilities. Liu [14] adopts this general procedure and defines the combi-
nation of GBFs. First, with an appropriate choice of a basis for V such that E
and p are respectively written as a linear and a quadratic functions, a GBF can
be seen as a Bayesian belief function for the basis of V. From this perspective,
Liu [14] defines the combination for any continuous Bayesian belief functions
and then derives the combination rule for GBFs as a special case. Furthermore,
Liu [14] shows that the resulting rule of combination is equivalent to Eq. (1).
Note that combination and marginalization are respectively better defined in
a sample space and a variable space, as shown by Eqs. (1) and (2). To prove the
axioms of Shenoy and Shafer [28], we need to interplay them. The combination
rule obtained in [14] does not serve this purpose because its representation is
implicit. In this section we provide a third equivalent representation of com-
bination in terms of sweep operations. This representation reduces the com-
bination of GBFs into tabular manipulations.
According to Liu [14], in a variable space, the combination of GBFs is
determined by conditional means, regression coecients, and conditional as
well as residual covariance matrices. Therefore, the key to the sweep repre-
sentation is to represent these conditional statistics using sweeping operators,
including the forward sweep, denoted by ., and the reverse sweep, denoted by
/. Both . and / were initially proposed to sweep positive definite matrices on
certain row and column indices [3]. When applied to a covariance matrix, .
implies moving towards a more conditional representation while / means
moving to a more marginal representation. Later Dempster [5] adapts the
sweep operations to extended matrices. The modified sweep operators are still
operated on row and column indices of a matrix. As we will see shortly, the
modified sweepings are not sucient to represent general conditional means
and regression coecients. In this section, we further modify the sweep oper-
ators such that they can sweep a matrix on a certain value of certain variables.
It will be clear that the operators defined in [5] can be seen as a special case of
ours when the given value is zero. It is also interesting to note that many te-
dious details of regression and distributional analysis can be concisely repre-
sented by applying our sweep operators.
Let X1;X2; . . . ;Xn be a partition of all Gaussian variables with EXi  li
and CovXi;Xj  Rij, i; j  1; 2; . . . ; n. The shorthand notation:
M  lj
Rij
 
1–n
15
called an extended matrix, can be used to represent the distribution of the
random variables. Note that in Eq. (15), i means rows, j columns, and 1– n
indicates the partition has indices 1; 2; . . . ; n. The extended matrix has n 1
rows, where the first row represents the mean vector and the remaining n rows
the covariance matrix. Also, note that the same matrix M can be written
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dierently in the shorthand notation depending on how the variables are
partitioned. We define four operations on extended matrices as follows:
Definition 3.1 (Marginalization). Suppose M is an extended matrix for a set of
random variables X. The marginalization of M to Y, denoted by M#Y , is the
sub-matrix produced by retaining the rows and columns that corresponds to
the variables in Y while deleting the rest.
For example, for the matrix shown in Eq. (15), its marginal to the variables
consisting X1 and X3 is as follows:
M#X1;X3  lj
Rij
 
1;3
:
Note that Y need not be a subset of X in Definition 3.1. Actually, if Y is not
a subset of X, M#Y is the same as M#Y\X . Obviously, M#Y represents the mar-
ginal distribution for the variables in Y \ X . Since marginalization is simply a
restriction, it is easy to show the following consonance rule:
M#Y #Z  M#Y\Z : 16
Definition 3.2 (Direct sum). Suppose M1 and M2 are two extended matrices,
respectively for X and Y. To define their direct sum M  M1 M2, we extend
M1 to the set X [ Y by adding zeros to the elements corresponding to the
variables that are not in X. Similarly, we extend M2 to the set X [ Y by adding
zeros to the elements corresponding to the variables that are not in Y. Then M
is simply the sum of the extended M1 and M2. It is easy to show the following
distributivity rule:
M1 M2#Y  M1#Y  M2#Y : 17
Definition 3.3 (Forward sweep). Suppose M is an extended matrix for the
partition X1;X2; . . . ;Xn. The forward sweep of M on Xk  xk, denoted by
.Xk  xkM , is defined as follows:
.Xk  xk ljRij
 
1–n
 lj:k
Rij:k
 
1–n
;
where
lj:k  lj ÿ lk ÿ xkRkk
ÿ1Rkj; j 6 k;
lkRkkÿ1; j  k;
(
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Rij:k 
ÿRkkÿ1; i  j  k;
RikRkkÿ1; j  k 6 i;
Rkkÿ1Rkj; i  k 6 j;
Rij ÿ RikRkkÿ1Rkj; otherwise:
8>><>>:
Definition 3.4 (Reverse sweep). Suppose M is an extended matrix for the
partition X1;X2; . . . ;Xn. The reverse sweep of M on Xk  xk, denoted by
/Xk  xkM , is defined as follows:
/Xk  xk ljRij
 
1–n
 ~lj:k~Rij:k
 
1–n
;
where
~lj:k 
lj ÿ lk  xkRkkRkkÿ1Rkj; j 6 k;
ÿlkRkkÿ1; j  k;
(
~Rij:k 
ÿRkkÿ1; i  j  k;
ÿRikRkkÿ1; j  k 6 i;
ÿRkkÿ1Rkj; i  k 6 j;
Rij ÿ RikRkkÿ1Rkj; otherwise:
8>>><>>:
Note the forward sweep and the reverse sweep operations defined in [5] are
actually the special cases of the above definition when Xk  0. According to
multivariate statistics, lj:k and Rjj:k (j 6 k) are respectively, the conditional
mean and covariance matrix of Xj given Xk  xk. Rjk:k (j 6 k) is the regression
coecient of Xj on Xk. Therefore, if M represents a joint distribution, the
marginal of .Xk  xkM to Xj is an extended matrix for the conditional dis-
tribution of Xj given Xk  xk.
Example 3.1. A Gaussian belief function bears on two deterministic variables
D and U and two random variables X and Y as shown by Fig. 1. The rela-
tionship among the variables are captured by Eqs. (18) and (19) as follows:
X  U  2Y  X ; 18
Y  1 2D Y ; 19
Fig. 1. The probabilistic dependence for X, Y, D, and U.
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where X and Y are independent residual noises with X  N0; 4 and
Y  N0; 1. For notational simplicity, let us assume that D  1 and U  2.
Then by Eqs. (18) and (19), EY   1 2 EY   3 and EX  
2 2EY   EX   8. By the assumption that X and Y are independent, we
have
VarY   VarY   1;
VarX   4VarY   VarX   8;
CovX ; Y   CovU  2Y  X ; Y 
 CovU  2 4D 2Y  X ; 1 2D Y 
 2VarY ; Y   2:
Therefore, the random variables X and Y have extended matrix:
8 8 2
3 2 1
 T
:
Applying the forward sweep on X  4 results in
.X  4 8 8 2
3 2 1
 T
 1 ÿ 1=8 1=4
2 1=4 1=2
 T
:
Therefore, the conditional mean of Y given X  4 is 2 and the conditional
variance is 1=2. Applying the reverse sweep to the above swept matrix yields
/X  4 1 ÿ 1=8 1=4
2 1=4 1=2
 T
 8 8 2
3 2 1
 T
:
We note that the reverse sweep nullifies the eect of the forward sweep in
Example 3.1. As shown by Lemma 3.1, it is true in general that the forward and
reverse sweepings cancel each other.
Lemma 3.1. Suppose M is an extended matrix for set X and Y is a subset of X.
Then
/Y  y.Y  yM   .Y  y/Y  yM   M : 20
Proof. Let X be partitioned into X1;X2 such that Y  X2. Assume
M  lj
Rij
 
1;2
;
/X2  y.X2  yM  
l^j:2:2
R^ij:2:2
 !
1;2
;
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.X2  y/X2  yM   lj:2:2Rij:2:2
 
1;2
:
Then we need to show that the following equalities hold for all i; j  1; 2:
R^ij:2:2  Rij:2:2  Rij; 21
l^j:2:2  lj:2:2  lj: 22
Eqs. (21) and (22) can be verified case by case using the definitions of sweep-
ings. For example,
l^1:2:2  l1 ÿ l2 ÿ yR22ÿ1R21
ÿ l2R22ÿ1
n
 y ÿ R22ÿ1
o
ÿR22ÿ1ÿ1R22ÿ1R21  l1;
l1:2:2  l1 ÿ l2  yR22R22ÿ1R21
ÿ ÿl2R22ÿ1 ÿ yÿR22ÿ1ÿ1ÿR22ÿ1R21  l1: 
The semantics of / can be understood from Lemma 3.1, which states that
/Y  y and .Y  y nullify each other. As we know, .X2  yM represents
the conditional probability of X1 given X2  y. Lemma 3.1 implies that
/X2  y.X2  yM  recovers the joint probability of X1 and X2. Therefore,
applying /X2  y to .X2  yM sounds like multiplying the marginal density
function of X2 to the conditional density function of X1 given X2  y. However,
it seems dicult to interpret .X2  y/X2  yM  because there are no sta-
tistical semantics for the operations /X2  yM when M represents a joint
distribution. However, it is interesting to note that applying .X2  y to
/X2  yM recovers M.
Lemma 3.2. Suppose M is an extended matrix for X. Z is an arbitrary set of
variables. Y is a subset of both X and Z. Then
. Y  yM#Z  .Y  yM #Z ;
/ Y  yM#Z  /Y  yM #Z :
Proof. Let us partition X into X1;X2;X3 such that Y  X1, X \ Z ÿ Y  X2,
and X ÿ X \ Z  X3. Note that lj:1, Rij:1, ~lj:1, and ~Rij:1, i; j  1; 2, depend
only on l1, l2, R11, R12, R21, and R22. Lemma 3.2 can then be easily verified by
applying the definitions of the forward and reverse sweepings as well as mar-
ginalization. 
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Lemma 3.3. Suppose M is an extended matrix for X and Y and Z are two disjoint
subsets of X. Then the forward sweepings on Y  y and on Z  z satisfy the
following:
. Yf  y.Z  zM g#XÿY[Z  .Z  z; Y  yM #XÿY [ Z ; 23
.Y  0.Z  0M   . Y  0; Z  0M : 24
Proof. Let us partition X into X1;X2;X3 such that X1  Y , X2  Z and
X3  X ÿ Y [ Z. Thus, we can write
M  lj
Rij
 
1–3
:
We need to prove
. X1f  x1.X2  x2M g#X3  .X1  x1;X2  x2M #X3 :
In other words, we need to show that l3:12  l3:1:2 and R33:12  R33:1:2. By
definition,
l3:12  l3  x1 ÿ l1; x2 ÿ l2
R11 R12
R21 R22
 ÿ1 R13
R23
 
 l3  x1 ÿ l1Aÿ1R13 ÿ R12R22ÿ1R23
 x2 ÿ l2Bÿ1R23 ÿ R21R11ÿ1R13;
where A  R11 ÿ R12R22ÿ1R21 and B  R22 ÿ R21R11ÿ1R12. Therefore,
Aÿ1R13 ÿ R12R22ÿ1R23
 R11ÿ1  R11ÿ1R12Bÿ1R21R11ÿ1R13 ÿ R12R22ÿ1R23
 R11ÿ1R13  R11ÿ1R12Bÿ1R21R11ÿ1R13
ÿ R11ÿ1R12R22ÿ1  Bÿ1R21R11ÿ1R12R22ÿ1R23
 R11ÿ1R13 ÿ R11ÿ1R12Bÿ1R23 ÿ R21R11ÿ1R13:
Therefore,
l3:12  l3  x1 ÿ l1R11ÿ1R13
ÿ l2  x2 ÿ l2R11ÿ1R13 ÿ x2Bÿ1R23 ÿ R21R11ÿ1R13;
which, by definition, is just l3:1:2. We can similarly verify R33:12  R33:1:2 by
letting l3 be replaced by R33, x1 ÿ l1 by ÿR31, and x2 ÿ l2 by ÿR32. Therefore,
Eq. (23) is proved.
To prove Eq. (24), we only need to verify l1:12; l2:12  l1:1:2; l2:1:2. By the
definition of the forward sweep, it is easy to see
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l1:12; l2:12  l1; l2
R11 R12
R21 R22
 ÿ1
 l1 ÿ l2R22ÿ1R21Aÿ1; l2 ÿ l1R11ÿ1R12Bÿ1
and l2 ÿ l1R11ÿ1R12Bÿ1  l2:1R22:1ÿ1  l2:1:2. Applying transformation
Aÿ1  R11ÿ1  R11ÿ1R12Bÿ1R21R11ÿ1, we can also verify that
l1 ÿ l2R22ÿ1R21Aÿ1  l1:1 ÿ l2:1R22:1ÿ1R21:1  l1:1:2:
Other equalities can be similarly proved. 
Lemma 3.4. Suppose M1 and M2 are extended matrices, respectively for X ; Y 
and X ; Z with Y \ Z  /. Then
/X  x.X  xM1  .X  xM2
 /X  0.X  0M1  .X  0M2:
Proof. Let X1  X , X2  Y , and X3  Z. Let
M  .X  xM1  .X  xM2;
M  .X  0M1  .X  0M2;
M1 
l1j
R1ij
 !
1;2
; M2 
l2j
R2ij
 !
1;3
;
M  lj
Rij
 
1–3
; M  ljRij
 !
1–3
:
Note that x appears only in l2:1 and l3:1. Thus, l1:1  l1:1 and Rij:1  Rij:1
i; j  1; 2; 3. Therefore, we only need to show l2:1  l2:1 and l3:1  l3:1. By
definition, R12  R111ÿ1R112 and l2  l12 ÿ l11 ÿ xR111ÿ1R112. Therefore,
l2:1  l2 ÿ l1  xR11R11ÿ1R12
 l12 ÿ l11 ÿ xR111ÿ1R112 ÿ l1  xR11R11ÿ1R111ÿ1R112
 l12 ÿ l11R111ÿ1R112 ÿ l1R11ÿ1R111ÿ1R112
 l12 ÿ l11 ÿ 0R111ÿ1R112 ÿ l1  0R11R11ÿ1R111ÿ1R112;
which is just l2:1. Similarly we can verify that l3:1  l3:1. 
We now use the sweeping operators to re-express Dempster’s rule for
combining GBFs obtained in Liu [14]. Given two GBFs Bel1  C1;B1; p1;E1
and Bel2  C2;B2; p2;E2, without loss of generality, assume we can choose a
convenient basis D1, D2, D3, U, V, X1, X2, X3; . . . such that C1 is spanned by
fD1;D2;Ug, C2 by fD1;D3; V g, B1 by fD1;D2;U ; V ;X1;X2g, and B2 by
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fD1;D3; V ;U ;X1;X3g. The hypergraph representing Bel1 and Bel2 is shown in
Fig. 2. As we can see, Bel1 and Bel2 share four sets of common variables: D1,
X1, U, and V. D1 is deterministic and X1 is uncertain to both Bel1 and Bel2. U is
deterministic in Bel1 but uncertain in Bel2. V is otherwise. In addition, Bel1 is
certain about D2 and uncertain about X2. However, Bel2 has no opinions about
either D2 or X2. Similarly, Bel2 is certain about D3 and uncertain about X3 but
Bel1 has no opinions about either of them.
Theorem 3.1. Given any two GBFs Bel1  C1;B1; p1;E1: C1 is spanned by
fD1, D2, Ug with D1  d1, D2  d2, U  u, and B1 by fD1;D2;U ; V ;X1;X2g and
Bel2  C2;B2; p2;E2: C2 is spanned by fD1, D3, V g with D1  d1, D3  d3,
V  v, B2 by fD1;D3; V ;U ;X1;X3g, their combination Bel1 
 Bel2 is
Bel  C;B; p;E: C  C1  C2 with D1  d1, D2  d2, D3  d3, U  u; V  v,
B  B1  B2. Let M1, M2, and M as follows be respectively, the extended ma-
trices of Bel1, Bel2 and Bel:
M1 
l1j
R1ij
 !
0;1;2
; M2 
l2j
R2ij
 !
0;1;3
; M  lj
Rij
 
1–3
:
Then
M  /X1  0 . X1
n
 0.V  vM1#X1;X2  .X1  0
 .U  uM2#X1;X3
o
:
Proof. First we note that D1  d1 in both Bel1 and Bel2. Since D1 is deter-
ministic, its value must be the same in both Bel1 and Bel2 otherwise they have
not common ground for agreements to be combinable. According to Liu [14],
C  C1  C2 and B  B1  B2. Therefore, what we need to show is to verify
that M is the extended matrix for Bel1 
 Bel2.
According to Liu [14], Bel1 
 Bel2 has extended matrix:
M 
a1 a2  a1b2T a3  a1b3T
r1 r1b2T r1b3T
b2r1 r2  b2r1b2T b2r1b3T
b3r1 b3r1b2T r3  b3r1b3T
0BB@
1CCA; 25
Fig. 2. The hypergraph for Bel1 and Bel2.
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where
r1  R1ÿ1  R2ÿ1ÿ1; 26
r2  R122 ÿ R120;R121 R
1
00 R
1
01
R110 R
1
11
 ÿ1
R102
R112
 
; 27
r3  R233 ÿ R230;R231 R
2
00 R
2
01
R210 R
2
11
 ÿ1
R203
R213
 
; 28
a1  l1R1ÿ1  l2R2ÿ1R1ÿ1  R2ÿ1ÿ1: 29
R1, R2, l1, and l2 in Eqs. (26) and (29) are determined by the following:
Ri  Ri11 ÿ Ri10Ri00ÿ1Ri01 i  1; 2; 30
l1  l11  vÿ l10R100ÿ1R101; 31
l2  l21  uÿ l20R200ÿ1R201: 32
ai and bi i  2; 3 in Eq. (25) are implicitly determined by matching the co-
ecients of x1 on the both sides of the following equations:
a2  x1b2T  l12 ÿ vÿ l10; x1 ÿ l11 R
1
00 R
1
01
R110 R
1
11
 ÿ1
R102
R112
 
; 33
a3  x1b3T  l23  uÿ l20; x1 ÿ l21 R
2
00 R
2
01
R210 R
2
11
 ÿ1
R203
R213
 
: 34
Note that the superscripts 1 and 2, respectively correspond to Bel1 and Bel2.
The subscript 0 in Bel1 corresponds to the variable V, which is deterministic in
Bel2. In contrast, the subscript 0 in Bel2 corresponds to the variable U, which is
deterministic in Bel1.
By the definition of the reverse sweep, we can verify the following:
M  / X1 x1
l1R1ÿ1l2R2ÿ1 a2 x1b2T a3 x1b3T
ÿR1ÿ1ÿR2ÿ1 b2T b3T
b2 r2 0
b3 0 r3
0BBBB@
1CCCCA
 / X1 x1
l1R1ÿ1 a2 x1b2T
ÿR1ÿ1 b2T
b2 r2
0B@
1CA l
2R2ÿ1 a3 x1b3T
ÿR2ÿ1 b3T
b3 r3
0B@
1CA
264
375:
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Then, plugging Eqs. (25)–(34), we can verify that
. X1  x1.V  vM1#X1;X2 
l1R1ÿ1 a2  x1b2T
ÿR1ÿ1 b2T
b2 r2
0B@
1CA;
. X1  x1U  uM2#X1;X3 
l2R2ÿ1 a3  x1b3T
ÿR2ÿ1 b3T
b3 r3
0B@
1CA:
Therefore, by Lemma 3.4, Theorem 3.1 is proved. 
Theorem 3.1 simplifies a complex process of combining GBFs into one well
organized formula. Since sweepings can be easily done using spreadsheets, the
theorem implies that combining GBFs can be as simple as computing basic
statistics. As we will see in Section 4, Theorem 3.1 also plays an important role
in proving the feasibility of the join-tree computation scheme for GBFs.
Example 3.2. Let Bel1 be the GBF in Example 3.1 and M1 be its extended
matrix. Bel2 be another GBF bearing on random variables U, X, and Z, rep-
resented by the following statistical models:
Z  1:5U  0:8 Z ; 35
X  Z  5 X ; 36
where U  N1:9; 0:04, Z  N0; 2, and X  N0; 6 are independent. The
belief network representation of the above model is shown in Fig. 3. Then we
can show that the variables U, X and Z has an extended matrix as follows:
M2 
1:90 0:04 0:06 0:06
8:65 0:06 8:09 2:09
3:65 0:06 2:09 2:09
0@ 1AT:
U is random in Bel2 but deterministic in Bel1. On the other hand, Bel1 has no
random variables that are deterministic in Bel2. Thus, according to Theorem
3.1, we only need to apply the forward sweep to M2 on U  2:
.U  2M2#fX ;Zg  8:8 8 23:8 2 2
 T
:
Fig. 3. The Gaussian belief network for Eqs. (35) and (36).
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We then apply .X  0 to M1 and .U  2M2#fX ;Zg:
.X  0M1 
1 ÿ1=8 1=4
1 1=4 1=2
 T
;
.X  0.U  2M2#fX ;Zg 
1:1 ÿ1=8 1=4
1:6 1=4 3=2
 T
:
We add the above two matrices using the direct sum:
.X  0M1  .X  0.U  2M2#fX ;Zg

2:1 ÿ 1=4 1=4 1=4
1:0 1=4 1=2 0
1:6 1=4 0 3=2
0@ 1A:
Finally, we apply /X  0 to the resulting matrix and obtain the following:
8:4 4 1 1
3:1 1 0:75 0:25
3:7 1 0:25 1:75
0@ 1AT;
which is the extended matrix for Bel1 
 Bel2 according to Theorem 3.1.
Given D  1 and U  2, according to Eqs. (18) and (19), the predicted value
of X is 8 with variance 8. According to Eqs. (35) and (36), the predicted value
of X is 8:8 with variance 8. In the combined model, the predicted value of X is
8:4 with variance 4. According to Eq. (29), the mean of X in the combined
model is the inverse variance-weighted average of the means of X in the
component models. For any component model, the smaller the variance, the
larger the weight associated with the mean. This is reasonable. If a component
model is subjectively assessed, a small variance means the high certainty of a
subjective belief. If a component model is statistically estimated, a small
variance corresponds to the large sample size. In either case, the estimation
corresponding to a small variance should be given a large weight. In this
perspective, Eq. (29) have some flavor of meta-analysis, where sample sizes are
often taken as a principal weighting factor. In Example 3.2, we also note that
the variance of X in Bel is smaller than that in both Bel1 and Bel2. However, the
variance of Y in Bel is larger than that in Bel1 and the variance of Z in Bel is
larger than that in Bel2. It turns out that this is generally true. As Liu [12]
shows, the opinions on a common variable can strengthen each other in the
sense that the aggregate opinion on the variable tends to be more focused
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than individual ones. In contrast, the opinion on a variable expressed by a
single GBF tends to be eroded by another GBF that has no opinion on the
variable in the sense that the combination makes the variance of the variable
increase.
4. Propagation in join-trees
Suppose we have many models to be combined but we are only interested in
making inference for a subset of variables involved. An obvious approach to
the problem is to combine all the GBFs into one GBF and then marginalize it
down to the variables of interest. However, it is equally obvious to see that
such an approach may be very inecient when the number of the variables
involved is very large. An alternative approach is to apply a join-tree algorithm
and combine GBFs locally. Join-tree algorithms have been very successful for
many diverse problem domains including uncertainty reasoning in expert
systems [10,26], the management of relational databases [15], and the solution
of influence diagrams [7,25]. The basic idea of the approach is to arrange all the
variables into a tree-structured graph, called a join-tree, and propagate
knowledge by sending and absorbing messages step-by-step in the tree. Each
step involves sending a message from a node to a neighbor and thus involves
only a small number of variables that are near each other in the join-tree.
The join-tree approach is shown to be applicable to finite and to condens-
able belief functions [9,24,28]. There is some work yet to be done, however, in
justifying the approach in the case of GBFs that are neither finite nor con-
densable. According to Shenoy and Shafer [28], the justification amounts to
proving that combination and marginalization of GBFs follow the Shafer–
Shenoy axioms, which are the conditions under which exact local computation
is possible.
Theorem 4.1. The following three axioms of Shenoy and Shafer [28] hold for
GBFs:
Axiom 1. Combination of GBFs is commutative and associative.
Axiom 2. Let Bel  C;B; p;E and K M. Then
Bel#M#K  Bel#K:
Axiom 3. Let Bel1  C1;B1; p1;E1 and Bel2  C2;B2; p2;E2. Then
Bel1 
 Bel2#B1  Bel1 
 Bel2#B1 :
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Proof. Since intersection and addition are commutative and associative, Eq. (1)
implies that Axiom 1 holds. Axiom 2 can be also easily verified by the mar-
ginalization rule defined in Eq. (2). Thus we only need to verify Axiom 3, the
distributivity of marginalization over combination. Let Bel  Bel1 
 Bel2 
C;B; p;E, where C  C1 \ C2 and B  B1 \ B2. Therefore, the certainty and
the belief spaces for Bel1 
 Bel2#B1 are respectively, C1 \ C2 \ B1
C1 \ C2 \ B1 and B1 \ B2 \ B1  B1 \ B2 \ B1, which can be easily seen
to be the certainty and the belief spaces for Bel1 
 Bel2#B1 . Therefore, to
show Axiom 3, we only need to prove that both Bel1 
 Bel2#B1 and
Bel1 
 Bel2#B1 have the same extended matrix. Suppose the representation
matrices of Bel, Bel1, and Bel2 are respectively, M, M1, and M2. Without loss
of generality, let us assume B1 is spanned by the variables that can be parti-
tioned into U ; V ;X1;X2, where U is a set of deterministic variables with
U  u, and B2 is spanned by the variable that can be partitioned into
U ; V ;X1;X3, where V is a set of deterministic variables with V  v. Then,
according to Theorem 3.1,
M  /X1  0
. X1
n
 0.V  vM1#X1;X2  .X1  0.U  uM2#X1;X3
o
:
According to Lemma 3.2 and Eq. (17), we can verify the following:
M#B1  M#U ;V ;X1;X2
 / X1  0 . X1

 0 .V
n
 vM1#X1;X2
o#U ;V ;X1;X2
 .X1  0 .U
n
 uM2#X1;X3
o#U ;V ;X1;X2
:
Then by Lemma 3.2 and Eq. (16), we have
M#B1  / X1  0 . X1
n
 0.V  vM1#X1;X2\U ;V ;X1;X2
 .X1  0.U  uM2#X1;X3\U ;V ;X1;X2
o
 / X1  0 . X1
n
 0.V  vM1#X1;X2
 .X1  0 .U
n
 uM2#U ;V ;X1;X2
o#X1
:
Finally, we apply Lemma 3.2 again to the second part of the above direct sum
and obtain:
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M#B1  / X1  0 . X1
n
 0.V  vM1#X1;X2
 . X1  0.U  uM2#U ;V ;X1;X2#X1
o
:
According to the notion of marginalization,
Bel2#B1  C2 \ B1;B2 \ B1; pjB2\B1 ;EjB2\B1:
B2 \ B1 is spanned by U, V, and X1, where V is deterministic with V  v.
M2#U ;V ;X1;X2 is the extended matrix for U ;X1. Therefore, M#U ;V ;X1;X2 is the
same as the extended matrix for Bel1 
 Bel2#B1 . Therefore, Axiom 3 is
proved. 
Axiom 1 implies that the order of combination does not matter. Thus, if we
have many GBFs to be combined, we can write the combination as 
fBelijig.
Axiom 2 implies the transitivity of marginalization. Axiom 3 implies that
marginalization is distributive over combination. These three axioms jointly
imply that combination and marginalization of GBFs can be executed locally
in a join-tree. In the following, we adapt the Shafer–Shenoy architecture of
local computation to show how this can be done in details.
A join-tree is a tree-structured graph, where each node is a subset of vari-
ables, each pair of neighbors has non-empty intersection, and the intersection
of two distinct nodes is contained in every node on the path connecting the two
distinct nodes. For example, Fig. 4 shows a join-tree for four GBFs. To obtain
a join-tree, we first draw a hypergraph, where each set of variables on which a
GBF bears in represented by a hyperedge. A hypergraph is then transformed
into an undirected graph, called a bi-section graph in [9], by connecting every
pair of variables in each hyperedge. For example, Fig. 6 shows the bisection
graph for the hypergraph in Fig. 5. After this step, a successive procedure,
called filling-in, is taken to triangulate the undirected graph by adding chords
in any chordless cycles of length 4 or more. For example, we can triangulate the
network in Fig. 6 by connecting X1 and X3 into Fig. 7. Tarjan and Yannakakis
[29] proposes a very fast algorithm, called maximum cardinality search, for
testing triangulatedness. It assigns number 1 to an arbitrary node, numbers the
nodes consecutively by choosing as the next to number a node with a maximum
Fig. 4. A join-tree for four GBFs.
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number of previously numbered neighbors, and break ties arbitrarily. If a
graph is triangulated, then the numbering will be perfect in the sense that
bdi \ f1; 2; . . . ; iÿ 1g is complete for any i, where bdi is the set of all the
neighbors of i. For example, we can check that the numbering attached to Fig. 7
is perfect. In contrast, applying the maximum cardinality search to Fig. 6, we
could also obtain the same numbering on Fig. 7. However, in this case,
bd5 \ f1; 2; 3; 4g  f2; 3; 4g, which is not complete in Fig. 6.
In an undirected graph, a set of nodes is called a clique if it is maximally
complete. For example, in Fig. 7, f3; 4; 5g is a clique while f3; 4g is not. The
other three cliques are f1; 2; 3g, f2; 3; 4g, and f4; 5; 6g. Given a numbering
produced in triangulation, we can order the cliques by the maximal number
assigned in each clique. Let C1, C2; . . . denote a list of the ordered cliques.
Then, as shown by Tarjan and Yannakakis [29], the cliques satisfy the running
Fig. 6. A bisection graph.
Fig. 7. The triangulation of Fig. 6.
Fig. 5. A hypergraph.
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intersection property: For any i, Ci \ C1 [ C2 [    [ Ciÿ1 is contained in a
clique among C1;C2; . . . ; and Ciÿ1. Suppose there exists a k6 iÿ 1 such that
Ci \ C1 [ C2 [    [ Ciÿ1  Ck. Then, in assembling a join-tree, we attach Ci
to Ck. The resulting tree is then a join-tree with nodes C1, C2, . . .. For example,
we can order the four cliques in Fig. 7 as follows:
C1  f1; 2; 3g; C2  f2; 3; 4g; C3  f3; 4; 5g; C4  f4; 5; 6g:
Since C2 \ C1  C1, C3 \ C1 [ C2  C2, and C4 \ C1 [ C2 [ C3  C3, we
attach C2 to C1, C3 to C2, and C4 to C3. The resulting join-tree is shown in
Fig. 4. Note that join-tree representation may not be unique. Dierent join-
trees have dierent computational advantages and some are better than others.
However, finding the best join-tree is NP-complete [1]. There are a number of
heuristic methods available for finding reasonably good join-trees
[29,9,16,31].
Note that each hyperedge in a hypergraph is a subset of a clique and each
hyperedge represents one GBF. Therefore, the GBF associated with a clique is
the combination of all the GBFs that bear on the hyperedges of the clique. The
join-tree along with associated GBFs is then an equivalent representation of
the original hypergraph. However, a join-tree provides a computational
structure for more ecient reasoning on the GBFs.
Join-tree algorithms were independently developed in [10] for Bayesian ex-
pert systems, in [9,24] for belief function expert systems, in [23] for both
Bayesian and belief function systems, and successfully improved in [8]. Here we
adapt the Shafer–Shenoy algorithm [22] for computing GBFs. The algorithm
regards a marginal GBF as a message and repeatedly apply the following rules
to propagate messages:
Rule 1. Each node waits to send its message to a given neighbor until it has
received messages from all of its other neighbors.
Rule 2. When a node is ready to send its message to a particular neighbor, it
computes the message by collecting all its messages from other neighbors,
combining them with its own GBF, and marginalizing the combined GBF
to its intersection with the neighbor to whom it is sending.
Let Ci, Cj, Ck be clique nodes in a join-tree. Let mi!j denote the Shafer–
Shenoy message to Cj from neighbor Ci. Let Belj denote the belief function for
clique Cj. Let bdCj denote the set of all neighbors of Cj. Then Rule 2 says
that the message from Cj to neighbor Ck is given by
mj!k  Belj
 
 mi!jjCi 2 bdCj ÿ Ck	#Cj\Ck : 37
Because of Rule 1, the computation must begin with the leaves of a join-tree.
A message from a leave is simply the marginal of its own GBF according to
Eq. (37). In Fig. 8, for example, the leaves are C3, C4, and C5. Any of these
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leaves can begin to send their marginals to their unique neighbors. A non-leave
node must wait to send its message until it hears from all its other neighbors. In
Fig. 8, for example, node C1 sends its message to node C2 only after it receives
from C3 and C4 and to C3 only after receiving messages from C4 and C2.
Similarly, C2 sends its message to C1 after receiving the message from C5 and to
C5 after receiving the message from C1.
The GBF stored in each node does not change during propagation. The
message sent from a node to a neighbor is first registered on their communi-
cation channel until it is collected in accordance with Rule 2. After all the
messages are sent, we have an architecture like Fig. 8, where each node stores
its original GBF and all the two-way communication channels are filled with
messages. Let Bel denote the combined GBF of all the component GBFs in a
join-tree. Then, according to [28],
Bel#Cj  Belj 
 mi!jjCi 2 bdCj
 	
: 38
In words, to obtain the marginal of Bel over the variables at node Cj, we
collect all the messages to Cj and combine them with Belj. Therefore, instead of
combining all the GBFs and then marginalizing the combined GBF to Cj,
Eq. (38) serves the same purpose much more eciently through local com-
putation. Also, after all the messages are sent, Eq. (38) can be used to compute
the marginal GBFs for all the join-tree nodes.
Example 4.1. We consider the join-tree computation of five GBFs: Bel1 and
Bel2 are defined in Example 3.2, Bel3 is for deterministic variables D and U with
observations D  1 and U  2, Bel4 is for Gaussian variable X with mean 8.5
and variance 2, Bel5 is for Gaussian variable Z with mean 4 and variance 1. The
join-tree representation for these GBFs is shown in Fig. 8, where node Ci has
Beli, i  1; 2; . . . ; 5. Note that node C1 consists of variables D, U, X, and Y and
node C2, variables U, X, Z. By Eq. (37), it is easy to see that
m3!1  Bel3#fD;Ug  Bel3;m4!1  Bel4#X  Bel4
Fig. 8. The Shafer–Shenoy architecture for propagation.
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and m5!2  Bel5#Z  Bel5. Then, by Eq. (37) and Theorem 3.1, we can
compute other messages:
m1!2  Bel1f 
 m3!1 
 m4!1g#C1\C2  Bel1f 
 Bel3 
 Bel4g#fU ;Xg:
According to Theorem 3.1, Bel1 
 Bel3 
 Bel4 is GBF with U  2 and X,Y
have extended matrix
8:4 1:6 0:4
3:1 0:4 0:6
 T
:
Thus, m1!2 is a GBF with U  2 and X has mean 8:4 and variance 1:6. By
Theorem 3.1, Bel2 
 m1!2 is a GBF with U  2 and X and Z have extended
matrix
8:47 4=3 1=3
3:72 1=3 1:58
 T
:
Thus, m2!5  fBel2 
 m1!2g#Z is GBF for Z with mean 3.72 and variance 1.58.
m2!1  fBel2 
 Bel5g#fD;Xg has extended matrix
1:91 0:039 0:019
8:89 0:019 6:676
 T
:
Since in Bel1, D  1 and U  2 are certain, m1!3  fBel1 
 m2!1 
 m4!1g#fD;Ug
is GBF with D  1 and U  2. Finally, m1!4  fBel1 
 m2!1 
 m3!1g#X
 fBel1 
 m2!1g#X is GBF for X with mean 8.07 and variance 3.64.
After the propagation, we fill all the communication channels with mes-
sages. The GBFs stored in all the nodes do not change. Let
Bel  
fBeli j i  1; 2; . . . ; 5g. According to Eq. (38), we can compute the
marginal of Bel for each node in Fig. 8. For example, Bel#X  Bel4 
 m1!4 is
GBF for X with mean 8.33 and variance 1.29, Bel#Z  Bel5 
 m2!5 is GBF for
Z with mean 3.89 and variance 0.61, and Bel#fD;U ;X ;Y g 
Bel1 
 m3!1 
 m4!1 
 m2!1 is GBF for fD;U ;X ; Y g with D  1, U  2, and X
and Y has extended matrix
8:33 1:29 0:32
3:10 0:32 0:58
 T
:
Usually, some variables, like dependent variables in a regression model, are
of particular interest. The join-tree technique for GBFs allows us to obtain a
combined prediction on the variables in accordance with all the models
available. In Example 4.1, for instance, the five models have made a combined
prediction that the average value of X is 8:33 given D  1 and U  2. The
technique also allows us to eciently absorb evidence and observe its eect
throughout the network. For example, suppose we observe that Z  3 in Fig. 8.
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We can turn Bel5 into the GBF for deterministic variable Z with Z  3,
propagate the observation through the join-tree as above, and observe the
conditional changes of other variables. The join-tree technique can be also used
for hypothesizing and planning. Suppose several variables are observable. We
can determine which one has more sensitive eect to the variables of interest.
By doing so, we can determine which variables are worthwhile being observed.
Finally, if a response is observed, we can trace the eect of the observation
backward to identify particular influential causes. Therefore, the join-tree
technique for GBFs can be used for influential findings as in non-monotonic
reasoning.
In Example 4.1, we assume that each node in a join-tree has stored a GBF.
Of course, this assumption can be removed by introducing vacuous belief
functions. According to Section 2.1, a vacuous belief function is a special GBF
with B  C  V. Therefore, the combination and the marginalization for
both GBFs and vacuous belief functions follow the Shafer–Shenoy axioms. i.e.,
the local computation scheme applies to a join-tree, in which some nodes may
store vacuous belief functions. In Example 4.1, suppose we want to find the
marginal of Bel on variable Y. We can simply attach a node, say C6, which
contains Y only, to node C1, and store a vacuous belief function for Y, denoted
by /Y , in C6. After propagation, we will have Bel
#Y  /Y 
 m1!6  m1!6.
5. Conclusion
In expert systems, the number of GBFs to be combined could be very large.
It is inecient and even infeasible to combine all of them first and then make
inferences. The local computation scheme is suggested by Dempster [5] to solve
this problem. However, because GBFs are neither finite nor condensable,
Shafer [21] believes that Dempster’s suggestion needs further justifications. One
of the purposes of this work is to answer Shafer’s call and to prove the fea-
sibility of the local computation scheme for GBFs. This requires us, according
to [28], to prove that the combination and marginalization of GBFs follow the
Shafer–Shenoy axioms, which are the conditions for the local computation of
any objects to be possible.
The primary diculty in proving the Shafer–Shenoy axioms lies at inter-
playing combination and marginalization. As for normal distributions, mar-
ginalization can be easily defined in a variable space while combination
(multiplication) in a sample space. To interplay combination and marginal-
ization, we need define either marginalization in a sample space or combination
in a variable space. In this work we take the latter approach. The combination
rule in a variable space was initially proposed in [14]. However, because of its
complicated and implicit representation, the rule is hardly useful for proving
the Shafer–Shenoy axioms. Therefore, in this paper, we propose an alternative
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using matrix sweeping operators. The new rule reveals a concise and explicit
link between the combined GBF and its components. Along with the properties
of matrix sweepings, it underlies the third axiom of Shenoy and Shafer [28] in a
tractable fashion. Also, as our examples illustrate, the new rule reduces the
combination of GBFs to purely algebraic operations that can be implemented
easily by spreadsheet programs.
To illustrate the feasibility of join-tree computation, we adopt the Shafer–
Shenoy architecture of propagation and propose a local computation scheme
for GBFs. We show briefly how to arrange all GBFs to be combined into a
hypergraph, how to convert the hypergraph into a join-tree, and how to load
the GBFs into the join-tree. We introduce two basic propagation rules and
overall control strategies in sending and absorbing messages in a join-tree. We
show how to compute messages in terms of GBFs and how to compute mar-
ginals for subsets of variables. We also present a comprehensive example to
illustrate the proposed computation scheme and its potential usage in artificial
intelligence and statistics.
The current work complements existing work on the computation of finite
belief functions [9,24,28] and enriches the theory of local computation [23,20]
by extending its applicability to a wide variety of problem domains such as
knowledge integration, model combination, the Kalman filter, and empirical
modeling. It also generalizes the existing work on the local computation of
Gaussian probability distributions and of solving systems of linear equa-
tions.
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